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Purpose: While the speech motor system is sensitive to
feedback perturbations, sensory feedback does not seem
to be critical to speech motor production. How the speech
motor system is able to be so flexible in its use of sensory
feedback remains an open question.
Method: We draw on evidence from a variety of disciplines
to summarize current understanding of the sensory systems’
role in speech motor control, including both online control and
motor learning. We focus particularly on computational models
of speech motor control that incorporate sensory feedback, as
these models provide clear encapsulations of different theories
of sensory systems’ function in speech production. These
computational models include the well-established directions
into velocities of articulators model and computational models
that we have been developing in our labs based on the
domain-general theory of state feedback control (feedback
aware control of tasks in speech model).
Results: After establishing the architecture of the models,
we show that both the directions into velocities of articulators
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and state feedback control/feedback aware control of tasks
models can replicate key behaviors related to sensory
feedback in the speech motor system. Although the models
agree on many points, the underlying architecture of the
2 models differs in a few key ways, leading to different
predictions in certain areas. We cover key disagreements
between the models to show the limits of our current
understanding and point toward areas where future
experimental studies can resolve these questions.
Conclusions: Understanding the role of sensory information
in the speech motor system is critical to understanding
speech motor production and sensorimotor learning in
healthy speakers as well as in disordered populations.
Computational models, with their concrete implementations
and testable predictions, are an important tool to understand
this process. Comparison of different models can highlight
areas of agreement and disagreement in the field and point
toward future experiments to resolve important outstanding
questions about the speech motor control system.
S peech production is one of the most complex human
motor behaviors, with roughly 100 muscles coordi-
nated precisely in space and time to produce rapid

speech movements at a high rate. A major question in speech
science is how such a complex system can be controlled to
produce fluent speech. One approach has been to develop
computational models of speech motor control. Computa-
tional models provide an important tool to understand
the speech motor system: These models provide a concrete
hypothesis of how the system (or a subpart of that system)
may function, generating output that can be compared
against real speech data to test these hypotheses. Computa-
tional models can also provide the impetus for new experi-
ments with human speakers to test the predictions of that
model or to distinguish between competing computational
approaches.

For these reasons, developing a model of how the com-
plex speech articulatory system is controlled to produce fluent
speech has been a goal of speech scientists for many de-
cades. Many models have been developed over the years,
focusing on a number of different aspects of speech motor
control: coordination of multiple articulators in time and
space (Birkholz, Kroger, & Neuschaefer-Rube, 2011;
Guenther, 1995a; Saltzman, 1986; Saltzman & Munhall,
1989; Sanguineti, Laboissière, & Ostry, 1998), the role of
muscle dynamics (Perrier, 2005; Perrier, Løevenbruck, &
Payan, 1996), the role of somatosensory and auditory
feedback (Guenther, 2016; J. F. Houde & Nagarajan, 2011;
Parrell, Ramanarayanan, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2018;
Ramanarayanan, Parrell, Goldstein, Nagarajan, & Houde,
2016; Tourville & Guenther, 2011), and the neural sub-
strate of speech production (Guenther, 2016; J. F. Houde &
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Chang, 2015; J. F. Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; Tourville &
Guenther, 2011).

In the current article, we focus on the role of the sen-
sory system in speaking. We examine basic computational
architectures underlying different models of speech motor
control, experimental evidence for the role of the sensory
system in speech production at various time scales, and
previous attempts to model speech as a sensorimotor sys-
tem. We track recent progress in our labs on developing
a model of speech production as a state feedback control
(SFC) system (Diedrichsen, Shadmehr, & Ivry, 2010; J. F.
Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; Parrell et al., 2018; Parrell,
Ramanarayanan, et al., 2019; Ramanarayanan et al., 2016;
Shadmehr & Krakauer, 2008; Todorov, 2004; Todorov &
Jordan, 2002). In an SFC system, an estimate of the cur-
rent state of the system (e.g., positions and velocities of the
lips, tongue, jaw, etc.) is generated from a combination of
sensory information and internal predictions. This state
estimate is then used to generate state-dependent motor com-
mands to drive changes in the system. We compare where
the predictions of our state feedback approach differ from
the directions into velocities of articulators (DIVA) model
(Guenther, 2016), a prominent model of speech motor con-
trol, with the aim of pointing toward open questions about
sensory function in the speech motor system and some
avenues for further research to elucidate the control system
underlying the complex act of speaking.
Control Mechanisms and Sensory Feedback
Computational approaches to both speech and non-

speech motor control typically rely on basic concepts de-
veloped first in engineering control theory (Jacobs, 1993;
Stengel, 1994; Parrell, Lammert, Ciccarelli, & Quatieri, 2019).
The two basic control systems, which form the foundation
for the more complex control architectures typically consid-
ered in current approaches to human motor control, are
feedforward and feedback control. Although no current
theories rely only on one of these components, it is useful
to first describe them separately before describing how they
are currently employed.

In a feedforward control system, motor commands
are instantiated as preplanned trajectories that are executed
by the articulatory system in a time-locked manner. In the
most basic forms of feedforward control, these time-varying
motor commands are executed without any reference to the
outcomes of these actions. That is to say, sensory feedback
from self-produced actions plays no role in this type of con-
trol. In feedback control, motor commands are calculated
and issued online during movement rather than being pre-
planned. In these systems, sensory feedback is compared
to the desired end state at each time point. This error, or
difference between feedback and goal, is used to generate a
motor command to change the state of the system. Feedback
control systems in speech have used both somatosensory
and auditory feedbacks (Fairbanks, 1954; Guenther, 2016;
Saltzman, 1986; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989).
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Neither pure feedforward or sensory feedback control
systems are likely to occur in human speech. Pure feedforward
control is precluded by the ample evidence (reviewed below)
that sensory feedback plays a role in the online control of
speech. A pure sensory feedback system is equally unlikely, as
it supposes accurate, real-time sensory information from
the somatosensory (e.g., the positions and velocities of the
speech articulators) or auditory (e.g., vowel formants) sys-
tems. While this type of information is likely available to
the central nervous system (CNS) through afferent informa-
tion originating in muscle spindles and the auditory system,
real neural systems provide information that is both noisy
and delayed in time. Thus, any architecture that relies criti-
cally on accurate, real-time sensory information to gener-
ate motor commands will produce erroneous movements
as the state error used to generate motor commands will
be calculated using inaccurate and outdated information.

A third type of controller—predictive control—uses
the basic architecture of a feedback controller, substituting
sensory afferent signals with an internal prediction or esti-
mate of the feedback (Wolpert & Miall, 1996). This elimi-
nates the delays inherent to sensory feedback process in
the nervous system, which would otherwise preclude feed-
back control of fast, ballistic movements, such as those
produced during speech (Hollerbach, 1982), allowing for
fast comparison of the estimated feedback with the action
goal, as in a stereotypical feedback controller. As long as
the internal estimate is accurate, such a short-latency feed-
back control system based on this internal estimate is
functionally equivalent to a feedforward control system
(Shadmehr & Krakauer, 2008), though still without pre-
specification of a time-dependent motor plan.

With these approaches to control in mind, in the sec-
tions below, we review the role of the sensory system in
speech motor control. This includes how sensory informa-
tion is used for online control (as in a feedback control sys-
tem) as well as how it is used for learning and updating of
the speech motor control system (such as would be used in
a feedforward or predictive control scheme).

Sensory Feedback Use in Online Control
Both auditory and somatosensory feedback have

been implicated in the control of speech. There is some
evidence that auditory feedback plays a role in the online
control of speech in addition to its role in long-term cali-
bration. One area of evidence comes from studies that use
loud noise to mask participants’ ability to hear their own
speech. These studies typically find differences between
masked and clear speech in a wide variety of parameters:
speech volume, pitch, duration, voice quality, and for-
mant frequencies (Ladefoged, 1967; Lane & Tranel, 1971;
Summers, Pisoni, Bernacki, Pedlow, & Stokes, 1988). Inter-
estingly, speech in noise has been found to be more intel-
ligible than clear speech (Summers et al., 1988), potentially
suggesting that removing online auditory feedback can en-
hance the accuracy of the speech motor system. However,
these results are complicated by the fact that the use of loud
2963–2985 • August 2019



masking noise introduces a new stimulus to the speech pro-
duction system, and speaking in the presence of masking
noise may cause a qualitative change in the role of the audi-
tory system in speech (Lane & Tranel, 1971). An alterna-
tive account of the role of auditory feedback in online
control comes from a study with cochlear implant users
with postlingual deafness (Svirsky, Lane, Perkell, &
Wozniak, 1992). This study, though limited to three in-
dividuals, found that turning off the cochlear implant
(and thus eliminating auditory feedback) caused changes
in speech volume, pitch, voice quality, and vowel for-
mants, though the pattern of changes varied across individ-
uals. These results suggest some role for auditory feedback
in the online control of speech.

As is true for auditory feedback, somatosensory feed-
back has also been shown to play an important role in speech
production. A very limited number of studies have examined
the speech of patients with loss of somatosensation in the
oral cavity, generally finding substantial articulatory defi-
cits (MacNeilage, Rootes, & Chase, 1967). However, the
congenital nature of the sensory deficit in these patients
makes it difficult to separate problems in online versus pre-
dictive/feedforward control. The single study that has ex-
amined patients with acquired sensory disorders suggests
speech may be essentially normal (after a recovery period),
with large deficits only present when the system is perturbed,
as with a bite block (Hoole, 1987). It should be noted that
this patient showed essentially absent tactile sensation, but
proprioception was not directly assessed.

Other studies have addressed this question by attempt-
ing to mask oral sensation in healthy speakers. However,
while topical anesthetics may mask tactile sensation in the
oral cavity (Casserly, Rowley, Marino, & Pollack, 2016),
proprioceptive information from muscles, tendons, and skin
is difficult to mask. Even the few studies that have employed
subcutaneous nerve injections have blocked primarily tac-
tile sensation, likely leaving proprioception intact (Niemi,
Laaksonen, Ojala, Aaltonen, & Happonen, 2006; C. M.
Scott & Ringel, 1971). Since proprioceptive sensory afferent
information for the tongue is likely carried along the same
nerves as outgoing efferent motor commands (e.g., hypo-
glossal nerve; Fitzgerald & Sachithanandan, 1979), phar-
macological nerve blocks administered to these pathways
will have effects on both sensory and motor systems. De-
spite the inability to completely block somatosensation,
blocking of tactile sensation leads to substantial imprecision
in speech articulation, suggesting an important role for the
somatosensory system in the precise control necessary for
speech (Putnam & Ringel, 1976; Ringel & Steer, 1963; C. M.
Scott & Ringel, 1971). However, speech in these experiments
remains largely intelligible (though distorted), suggesting
that some type of predictive or feedforward controller oper-
ates independently of sensory feedback. This conclusion
must be taken cautiously, however, as proprioceptive feed-
back, as well as tactile feedback from the posterior tongue,
was still available in these studies.

Additional evidence for the role of somatosensory
information comes from studies on nonspeech motor
Pa
behavior in nonhuman primates. There is some evidence that
deafferented primates show severely abnormal move-
ments (Desmurget & Grafton, 2003; Lassek, 1955; Mott &
Sherrington, 1895). However, these severe abnormalities
are not permanent, with at least some individuals recovering
somewhat (though not fully) normal motor function (Knapp,
Taub, & Berman, 1963). Moreover, monkeys trained to
make particular single-joint pointing movements retained
the ability to make accurate movements after deafferentiation
(Polit & Bizzi, 1979), which was replicated in single finger
movements in humans with temporary deafferentiation ap-
plied by an inflatable arm cuff (Kelso & Holt, 1980). How-
ever, deafferented patients struggle with more complex
movements (Rothwell et al., 1982). While the evidence is
mixed, it seems that while some simple movements can be
performed accurately even in the absence of somatosensory
feedback, this feedback is critical for more complex move-
ments (such as speech).

Another way to examine the role of sensory feedback
in online control of speech is to examine the response of
the speech motor system to externally imposed perturbations
of sensory feedback. There is substantial evidence from
studies of this type that the speech production system does
make use of both auditory and somatosensory feedback for
online control.

The earliest studies examining the role of auditory feed-
back in speech motor control used delayed auditory feedback
(DAF) systems, where a participant’s speech is recorded,
delayed by some amount (typically 100–200 ms), and then
played back to the participant over headphones. DAF has
been shown to severely impact the fluency of speech (Fair-
banks, 1954; Lee, 1950; Yates, 1963), indicating that the
speech motor system monitors the auditory afferent signal.
Similarly, loud masking noise causes a number of changes,
including increased loudness (Lane & Tranel, 1971; Lom-
bard, 1911) and changes in vowel formants (Summers,
Johnson, Pisoni, & Bernacki, 1989). Conversely, increasing
the amplitude of feedback causes a decrease in speech loud-
ness (Chang-Yit, Pick, & Siegel, 1975). These results are
consistent with the role for auditory feedback, at least in
regulating speech volume.

Further evidence in favor of a role for auditory feed-
back in speech motor control comes from altered auditory
feedback paradigms that impose external perturbations on
vowel formants (Niziolek & Guenther, 2013; Purcell &
Munhall, 2006b; Tourville, Reilly, & Guenther, 2008) or
vocal pitch (Elman, 1981; Jones & Munhall, 2000). In these
cases, participants respond to external perturbations by al-
tering their speech to oppose the perturbation during the
duration of a single production. For example, when a
vowel formant or vocal pitch is lowered, speakers respond
by raising that formant or pitch real time. Similarly, speakers
will lower their vowel formants or pitch when these are
raised.

Analogous results have been found for somatosensory
perturbations. When unexpected loads are applied to the
lower lip during a bilabial closure (e.g., for /p/), the upper
lip lowers to a greater degree than normal to compensate
rrell & Houde: Sensory Feedback in Speech Motor Control 2965



for this perturbation, allowing the lips to achieve closure
(Abbs & Gracco, 1984; Gracco & Abbs, 1985). Critically,
the response of the lower lip to an upper lip perturbation
is found only when producing bilabial sounds like /p/
or /b/, produced with both upper and lower lips, but not
labiodental /f/, produced with the lower lip and upper
teeth (Shaiman & Gracco, 2002). This indicates that
compensatory reactions to imposed loads are task depen-
dent and produced only when needed to accomplish the
current production goal. Similar results are found when
the load is applied to the jaw—loads imposed during pro-
duction of /p/ induce compensatory lowering of the upper
lip but no compensatory response from the tongue, while
loads imposed during production of /s/ show the oppo-
site pattern (Kelso, Tuller, Vatikiotis-Bateson, & Fowler,
1984).

Together, these results indicate that both auditory
and somatosensory feedback are used, when available,
for the online control of speech movements. Somatosen-
sory feedback, in particular, may be used to control online
movement at both cortical and spinal levels. This use of
somatosensory feedback at multiple levels is known to
be the case for arm movements (S. H. Scott, 2012). In
speech, a role for somatosensory feedback at both spinal/
peripheral control (Perrier, 2005; Perrier, Løevenbruck,
et al., 1996; Perrier, Ostry, & Laboissière, 1996; Sanguineti,
et al. 1998) and cortically based control (Guenther, 2016; J. F.
Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; Saltzman & Kelso, 1987) have
been suggested. While it seems likely that peripheral control
does make use of sensory feedback in a similar manner as
in limb control, there is, to our knowledge, currently no
direct evidence of this process. There is, however, ample
evidence for a cortical use of somatosensory feedback. In
speech, the latencies of responses to sensory feedback
perturbations in human speakers suggest that these re-
sponses have a cortical, rather than reflexive (spinal or
brainstem), origin. The first spinal reflex responses ap-
pear only 15–25 ms after the onset of a somatosensory
perturbation (Desmurget & Grafton, 2003; Gottlieb &
Agarwal, 1979). Though these estimates come from stud-
ies of limb control, they likely overestimate the speed of
reflex responses in speech given the much shorter distance
between the speech articulators and brainstem compared
to the limb extremities and spine (Guenther, 2006). How-
ever, electromyographic latencies to mechanical perturba-
tions are reported to be around 30–85 ms (Abbs & Gracco,
1984). Moreover, transcranial magnetic stimulation results
have confirmed a cortical role in motor responses to jaw–
load perturbations (Ito, Kimura, & Gomi, 2005). The previ-
ously described task specificity of feedback responses (Kelso
et al., 1984; Shaiman & Gracco, 2002) also suggests a cortical
origin of the response, as lower level (reflex) responses are
identical in form regardless of the current task or action goal
(Desmurget & Grafton, 2003, though cf. Weiler, Gribble, &
Pruszynski, 2019).

A similar cortical role for auditory feedback is evident.
Response latencies (measured behaviorally) to auditory re-
sponses are even longer than for somatosensory feedback,
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roughly 150 ms (Cai et al., 2012; Parrell, Agnew, Nagarajan,
Houde, & Ivry, 2017; Tourville et al., 2008), much longer
than the 20-ms perioral auditory reflex (McClean & Sapir,
1981). Auditory perturbations also elicit task-specific re-
sponses; for example, the sensitivity of the speech system
to auditory feedback is influenced by linguistic stress and
emphasis (Kalveram & Jäncke, 1989; H. Liu, Zhang, Xu,
& Larson, 2007; Natke, Grosser, & Kalveram, 2001;
Natke & Kalveram, 2001). To date, the extent of subcorti-
cal contributions to auditory feedback control pathways
remains unclear.

Sensory Feedback Use in Long-Term
Calibration and Tuning

In addition to its role in the online control of speech
actions, sensory feedback also plays an important role in
the long-term updating and maintenance of feedforward
or predictive speech motor control. The speech motor sys-
tem undergoes changes at both long- and short-term time
scales, but the speech motor system is able to deal with
both types of change to maintain accurate, fluent speech.
For example, the vocal tract changes shape and configura-
tion during childhood, and the shape of the vocal tract
may be artificially altered by orthodontics or surgical pro-
cedures. At shorter time scales, the motor system must deal
with muscle fatigue throughout the course of the day. The
motor system is able to adapt relatively quickly to these
changes, and there is strong evidence that sensory feedback
plays a critical role in this process.

There is convincing evidence that auditory feedback
is important for long-term calibration of the speech motor
system. While some individuals who acquire speech nor-
mally but become deaf postlingually typically maintain the
ability to produce mostly fluent speech, the speech of other
individuals is highly impaired (Cowie & Douglas-Cowie,
1983). These impairments affect both prosodic (pitch,
voicing quality, intersegment articulatory timing) and artic-
ulatory control of both consonants and vowels (Cowie &
Douglas-Cowie, 1983; Lane & Webster, 1991). Moreover,
these speakers typically develop decreased contractive-
ness between different speech sounds over time (Cowie
& Douglas-Cowie, 1992; Lane & Webster, 1991). These
deficits indicate that auditory feedback likely plays an
important role in the maintenance and fine-tuning of
feedforward control over longer time scales (Perkell,
2012).

The role of sensory feedback in adaptation of feed-
forward or predictive control has also been investigated
using a variety of manipulations that perturb auditory or
somatosensory feedback consistently over a large number
of trials. Typically, the speech motor system changes over
time to counteract the imposed perturbation, indicating
that sensory feedback plays an important role in maintain-
ing accurate speech production. Such adaptive responses
have been seen in response to auditory perturbation of
vowel formants (J. F. Houde & Jordan, 1998, 2002; Purcell
& Munhall, 2006a), vocal pitch (Jones & Munhall, 2000),
2963–2985 • August 2019



and the spectral characteristics of fricatives (Shiller, Sato,
Gracco, & Baum, 2009), and these results have been rep-
licated many times. Similar changes have been seen
in speech production when physical perturbations are
introduced that create both somatosensory and auditory
perturbations. When participants produce sibilant con-
sonants after being fitted with a prosthesis that changes
the shape of the hard palate (creating unexpected tactile
feedback and alterations to the spectral center of the
fricative), they alter their production such that the frica-
tive centroid returns to near baseline values (Baum &
McFarland, 1997, 2000). Similarly, when participants
produce the vowel /u/ after being fitted with a lip tube
of a fixed diameter (creating a proprioceptive error and a
change in vowel formants), they can adapt their produc-
tions over time to return their production to near base-
line values (Savariaux, Perrier, & Orliaguet, 1995;
Savariaux, Perrier, Orliaguet, & Schwartz, 1999). Adap-
tive changes are seen when the skin is mechanically
stretched laterally during speech, which leads to in-
creases in lip rounding to compensate for the lateral
pull of the skin (Ito & Ostry, 2010).

Adaptation to somatosensory perturbations has also
been shown to drive adaptive changes in speech production
even when they do not induce auditory errors, indicating
that somatosensory feedback itself is also used to update
feedforward/predictive control. Experiments with dental
prosthetics, similar to the palatal prosthetics discussed ear-
lier, have shown that speakers adapt to the alterations in
the shape of the vocal tract even when auditory feedback
is masked by loud auditory noise (Jones & Munhall, 2003).
Participants also adapt to a velocity-dependent force field
artificially applied to the jaw by a robot during jaw open-
ing and closing movements for speech, even though these
perturbations have no acoustic consequences (Tremblay,
Shiller, & Ostry, 2003). Interestingly, participants do not
adapt to the same perturbation applied to nonspeech
jaw movements, suggesting that motor adaptation in the
oral motor control system is task specific in a similar
way to online compensations for sensory or mechanical
perturbations.

While both somatosensory and auditory feedback
play a role in adaptation of speech motor control, the
relative contribution of each domain is unclear. Although
speakers are able to adapt to changes in vocal tract shape
in the presence of masking noise, adaptation is more
complete when auditory feedback is available (Jones &
Munhall, 2003). This suggests that auditory and somato-
sensory feedback have complimentary roles. However,
when incompatible auditory and somatosensory pertur-
bations are introduced concurrently (pulling the jaw up-
ward while raising F1), participants compensated for the
auditory, rather than the somatosensory, perturbations
(Feng, Gracco, & Max, 2011), suggesting a primary role
for auditory feedback, at least for vowels. On the other
hand, there is substantial interspeaker variability in adap-
tation to both somatosensory (Baum & McFarland, 2000;
Lametti, Nasir, & Ostry, 2012; Ménard, Perrier, Aubin,
Pa
Savariaux, & Thibeault, 2008; Savariaux et al., 1995) and
auditory (Lametti et al., 2012; Munhall, MacDonald,
Byrne, & Johnsrude, 2009; Purcell & Munhall, 2006a)
perturbations, suggesting that the use of sensory feed-
back for adaptive learning may vary substantially between
individuals. In fact, the relative weight of auditory versus
somatosensory feedback has been shown to vary across in-
dividuals, with some speakers showing larger adaptations to
somatosensory perturbations and others to auditory
perturbations (Lametti et al., 2012), even when the
perturbations are applied concurrently (in this experiment,
the somatosensory perturbation did not affect speech
acoustics).

Neural Evidence for Sensory Feedback Use
in Speech Production
Neuroanatomical Pathways Supporting
Sensory Feedback

There is a great deal of neuroanatomical evidence
that the sensory systems of the brain make contact with the
motor systems governing speaking. Certainly, there are
local afferent/efferent connections in the brainstem and
spinal cord (Jürgens, 2002; Webster, 1992). This is most well
known to be true for somatosensation, but it is also the case
for audition, with ascending auditory information in the
inferior colliculus making contact with descending vocal
motor pathways in the periaqueductal gray. In cortex, there
are many more ways that sensory processing areas, includ-
ing even primary auditory cortex, link up with the complex
of speech motor areas, including primary motor cortex
(Huang, Liu, Yang, Mu, & Hsia, 1991; Skipper, Devlin, &
Lametti, 2017; Yeterian & Pandya, 1999). Of these, what
is considered one of the most important connections is the
arcuate fasciculus and, more generally, the superior longitu-
dinal fasciculus, which links high-level auditory processing
areas (posterior superior temporal sulcus/superior temporal
gyrus [STG], posterior planum temporale, ventral supra-
marginal gyrus [vSMG], sylvio partial temporal [SPT]) to
the premotor areas (ventral premotor cortex [PMv] and
dorsal premotor cortex) and frontal areas (pars triangu-
laris, ventral operculum, dorsal operculum—all fields of
Broca’s region) implicated in speech production (Friederici,
2011; Glasser & Rilling, 2008; Schmahmann et al., 2007;
Upadhyay, Hallock, Ducros, Kim, & Ronen, 2008). This
pathway has been referred to as the “dorsal stream” speech
feedback processing pathway (Hickok & Poeppel, 2007).

When this pathway is disrupted, a number of speech
sensorimotor disorders appear to result (Hickok, Houde, &
Rong, 2011). One of these is conduction aphasia, which
results from a stroke along this pathway and is character-
ized by a state in which production and comprehension of
speech are preserved but the ability to repeat speech sound
sequences just heard is impaired (Geschwind, 1965).
Temporary disruptions of the dorsal stream have also
been shown to rather directly affect auditory feedback
processing for speech production. Shum et al. used repetitive
rrell & Houde: Sensory Feedback in Speech Motor Control 2967



transcranial magnetic stimulation of the inferior parietal
lobe (near the SPT region) to inhibit its activity as subjects
spoke while exposed to altered formant feedback (Shum,
Shiller, Baum, & Gracco, 2011). The authors found that re-
petitive transcranial magnetic stimulation of this region did
in fact reduce the degree that subjects altered their behav-
ior in response to the altered feedback.

Functional Imaging Studies of Sensory Feedback
Processing During Speaking
Speaking-Induced Suppression

Given the neuroanatomical substrates linking sensory
and motor areas, it is not surprising that functional imaging
studies have shown evidence of sensorimotor interactions.
One the most basic is an effect we refer to as speaking-induced
suppression (SIS), where the response of a subject’s auditory
cortices to his or her own self-produced speech is signifi-
cantly smaller than their response to similar but externally
produced speech (e.g., tape playback of the subject’s previous
self-productions). This effect has been seen using positron
emission tomography (Hirano et al., 1996; Hirano, Kojima,
et al., 1997; Hirano, Naito, et al., 1997), electroencephalog-
raphy (Ford & Mathalon, 2004; Ford et al., 2001), magne-
toencephalography (MEG; Curio, Neuloh, Numminen,
Jousmäki, & Hari, 2000; Heinks-Maldonado, Nagarajan,
& Houde, 2006; J. F. Houde, Nagarajan, Sekihara, &
Merzenich, 2002; Numminen & Curio, 1999; Numminen,
Salmelin, & Hari, 1999; Ventura, Nagarajan, & Houde,
2009), and electrocorticography (ECoG; Chang, Niziolek,
Knight, Nagarajan, & Houde, 2013; Greenlee et al., 2011).
An analog of the SIS effect has also been seen in nonhuman
primates (Eliades & Wang, 2003, 2005, 2008). MEG experi-
ments have shown that the SIS effect is only minimally ex-
plained by a general suppression of auditory cortex during
speaking and that this suppression is not happening in the
more peripheral parts of the CNS (J. F. Houde et al., 2002).
The observed suppression goes away if the subject’s feed-
back is altered to mismatch his or her expectations (Heinks-
Maldonado et al., 2006; J. F. Houde et al., 2002), as is
consistent with some of the positron emission tomography
study findings.

These features of the SIS effect suggest that the mo-
tor actions generating speech allow auditory cortex to an-
ticipate the auditory consequences of speaking. Speech,
however, is highly variable, as can be seen in repeated pro-
ductions of a vowel, and so a further question is whether
the feedback prediction mechanisms supporting SIS can ac-
count for this variability. Niziolek, Nagarajan, and Houde
(2013), examining how SIS varies as a function of variation
in the formants (F1/F2) of a vowel’s production, found
that SIS for outlying productions of a vowel was signifi-
cantly less pronounced than was SIS for productions closer
to the vowel’s mean. The results suggest that not all pro-
duction variability is tracked by auditory feedback predic-
tions. Whether this is due to a limitation in the feedback
prediction process (e.g., the prediction only represents the
mean expected production) or is instead due to production
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variability arising downstream from cortical sources remains
to be resolved. However, the results do further strengthen
the case for SIS being a neural marker for a prediction com-
parison process that underlies the auditory feedback pro-
cessing during speaking.

Neural Responses to Altered Sensory Feedback
During Speaking

Another approach to exhibiting the sensory predic-
tion comparison process is to contrast neural responses
during speaking with normal feedback with responses ob-
served during speaking when sensory feedback is altered.
Using this approach, functional imaging studies examining
speaking with audio feedback alterations have identified a
number of cortical areas that are potentially involved in pro-
cessing auditory feedback. A variety of feedback alterations
have been investigated, including pitch shifts (Fu et al., 2006;
McGuire, Silbersweig, & Frith, 1996; Parkinson et al., 2012;
Toyomura et al., 2007; Zarate, Wood, & Zatorre, 2010;
Zarate & Zatorre, 2008), DAF (Hashimoto & Sakai,
2003; Hirano, Kojima, et al., 1997), formant shifts (Tourville
et al., 2008), and replacement of the voiced feedback with
noise modulated by the amplitude envelope of the voiced
feedback (Zheng, Munhall, & Johnsrude, 2009). All studies
found the STG to be more active when feedback was altered,
with some studies localizing activity to the mid-STG (Fu
et al., 2006; Hirano, Kojima, et al., 1997; McGuire et al.,
1996; Tourville et al., 2008) or mid- to post-STG (Hashimoto
& Sakai, 2003; Parkinson et al., 2012) and most studies find-
ing the posterior STG (pSTG) region particularly responsive
to altered feedback (Hashimoto & Sakai, 2003; Takaso,
Eisner, Wise, & Scott, 2010; Tourville et al., 2008; Zarate
et al., 2010; Zarate & Zatorre, 2008; Zheng et al., 2009).
Nearby the pSTG, many studies also found the vSMG more
active in altered feedback trials (Hashimoto & Sakai, 2003;
Tourville et al., 2008; Toyomura et al., 2007). Regions of
right anterior and posterior cerebellum (anterior vermis and
Lobule VIII) have also been shown to be more active in tri-
als with altered auditory feedback (Tourville et al., 2008).

The altered feedback approach has also been used to
identify regions involved in somatosensory feedback pro-
cessing during speaking. Golfinopoulos et al. (2011) used
functional magnetic resonance imaging to contrast neural
responses during speaking with normal feedback with
speaking when a jaw movement was unexpectedly blocked
via rapid inflation of a balloon placed between the molars.
The contrast between normal and perturbed speech showed
that the somatosensory perturbation increased activation
in ventral motor cortex, supramarginal gyrus, inferior
frontal gyrus, premotor cortex, and inferior cerebellum.

Speech Perturbation Response Enhancement
Studies of altered feedback responses like those de-

scribed above use the “whole trial” alteration method, where
contrasts are made between trials with and without altered
feedback. Another way to gauge responses to altered feed-
back is to use transient, midutterance perturbations. In this
case, the baseline for judging neural responses to the altered
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feedback can be the time period immediately adjacent to
the onset of the feedback perturbation. This allows for a
potentially more sensitive contrast to isolate responses to
the altered feedback relative to the actual present state of
the speech motor system, not just a similar state on a differ-
ent trial. Of course, the functional imaging method needed
to make such adjacent time interval comparisons must have
high time resolution, so studies based on this approach have
been limited to electroencephalography, ECoG, and MEG.

Studies using this approach have examined responses
to transient, midutterance perturbations of the pitch of the
audio feedback heard by speakers in their ongoing phonation.
Speakers are observed to compensate within several hun-
dred milliseconds of such pitch feedback perturbations—
the so-called pitch perturbation reflex (Burnett, Freedland,
Larson, & Hain, 1998). This clear causal link between an
applied feedback perturbation and a compensatory response
makes this experimental paradigm ideal for studying the
role of sensory feedback in speaking. Neural studies of the
pitch perturbation reflex found a result that, in some sense,
is the opposite of the SIS effect described above. In response
to altered feedback, some auditory cortical areas have an
enhanced response, compared to their response to hearing the
same altered feedback when passively listening (Behroozmand,
Karvelis, Liu, & Larson, 2009; Chang et al., 2013; Kort,
Cuesta, Houde, & Nagarajan, 2016; Kort, Nagarajan, &
Houde, 2014). This effect has been called speech perturba-
tion response enhancement (SPRE) and has been localized
to the posterior auditory cortical regions (left pSTG, left
vSMG, right mSTG) by a functional magnetic resonance
imaging study comparing auditory responses to noise-altered
feedback during speaking with passive listening. In our own
studies of SPRE using MEG, we localized the effect to right
parietal and premotor cortex and left posterior temporal
cortex (Kort et al., 2016). In our ECoG study, we found
that both pSTG and ventral temporal areas exhibited SPRE,
and we also found that responses in these auditory areas
were significant predictors of the trial-to-trial variability of
subjects’ compensatory responses. Studies of SPRE have
therefore produced particularly strong evidence for a role
of sensory feedback in ongoing speaking.

Models of Speech
As outlined above, there is strong evidence that sen-

sory feedback is used for online speech control at a cortical
or central control level. This indicates that the speech sys-
tem is not a purely feedforward controller or even a feed-
forward controller with sensory feedback being used at a
lower, reflexive level. However, the latencies of feedback
responses mean a pure feedback control is also not plausible.
How can we reconcile this information, and what does that
reconciliation tell us about the speech motor control system?

Here, we focus principally on two models of speech
motor control: the DIVA model (Guenther, 2016) and the
SFC/feedback aware control of tasks in speech (FACTS)
model, which we have been developing in our labs (J. F.
Houde & Nagarajan, 2011; J. F. Houde, Niziolek, Kort,
Pa
Agnew, & Nagarajan, 2014; Parrell et al., 2018; Parrell,
Ramanarayanan, et al., 2019; Ramanarayanan et al.,
2016). These models represent two different approaches
to modeling speech motor control. DIVA combines a
feedforward controller specifying preplanned articulatory
trajectories with feedback controllers that rely on sensory
reafference to correct ongoing movement. FACTS, instead,
combines an internal estimate of sensory feedback with
actual sensory reafference in a SFC system without pre-
planned articulatory trajectories. Many other models can
be viewed as alternative instantiations of these two basic
approaches: the ACTion-based model of speech production
(Kröger, Kannampuzha, & Neuschaefer-Rube, 2009) shares
much of its system architecture with DIVA, whereas the
Tian and Poeppel (Tian & Poeppel, 2010) and Hickok
(Hickok, 2014; Hickok et al., 2011) models are alterna-
tive implementations of an SFC architecture. While there
may be subtle differences between these alternative models
and DIVA/FACTS, we believe that most of the predictions
made by the DIVA and FACTS models would likely hold
for these other models, given their similar architectures. We
do not discuss models of speech motor control that do not
directly address the role of sensory feedback. These include
models based on the equilibrium point hypothesis (Perrier,
2005; Perrier, Løevenbruck, et al., 1996; Perrier, Ostry,
et al., 1996; Sanguineti et al., 1998) and the task dynam-
ics model (Saltzman & Kelso, 1987; Saltzman & Munhall,
1989). While these models have proven useful in explaining
some important phenomena in speech production (includ-
ing the role of mechanics and vocal tract dynamics in con-
trol, coarticulation, and speech unit sequencing), they do
not speak to how sensory feedback is used at the level of
central control.
DIVA
One approach to modeling speech motor control is

to combine a feedback controller with a feedforward con-
troller specifying preplanned, time-varying trajectories.
This approach has a long history in nonspeech motor con-
trol models (Arbib, 1981; Kawato, Furukawa, & Suzuki,
1987). In speech, this combined feedforward/feedback ar-
chitecture is used in the DIVA model (Guenther, 2016;
Tourville & Guenther, 2011). In terms of its control archi-
tecture, the DIVA model is a variant of the feedback error
learning model of control developed to explain nonspeech
motor behavior (Kawato & Gomi, 1992). The key features
of the feedback error learning architecture are (a) motor com-
mands are generated as the sum of the outputs of a feed-
forward controller and a feedback controller and (b) the output
of the feedback controller teaches the feedforward controller.
In this model, the control system initially relies completely on
sensory feedback and the feedback controller to generate
appropriate motor commands. Gradually, however, the
feedforward controller is adjusted to minimize the output
of the feedback controller, and the control system becomes
less reliant (and ultimately nonreliant) on sensory feedback.
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Figure 1. The directions into velocities of articulators (DIVA) model, after Guenther (2016). The DIVA model combines a
feedforward controller (middle) with separate feedback controllers for auditory and somatosensory feedbacks.
These features of the feedback error learning model
are recapitulated in the DIVA model for the control of
speech, which builds on the Kawato and Gomi (1992) model
with substantial speech-specific innovations in terms of pro-
posed neural bases and auditory control space. DIVA com-
bines a feedforward controller, which specifies preplanned
trajectories in auditory, somatosensory, and articulatory
spaces, with two feedback controllers processing auditory
and somatosensory feedback, respectively (see Figure 1).
The output of these three controllers are summed to gener-
ate the final motor commands issued to the speech system
(in DIVA, which uses a kinematic model of the vocal tract,
these motor commands are desired positions and velocities
of the speech articulators rather than muscle activations).

While the articulatory trajectory (or feedforward
motor plan) is specified as a time-locked series of discrete po-
sitions, the auditory and somatosensory signals are defined
as time-varying regions rather than single trajectories. Sensory
errors and subsequent feedback-based motor commands
are only generated when sensory feedback falls outside these
target regions. This means that, effectively, any sensory
feedback that falls within these boundaries is considered to
be equally acceptable.1

Because of its hybrid architecture, the DIVA model
is able to reproduce some of the key findings regarding the
role of the sensory system in speech motor control. In the
fully trained model, equivalent to a typical adult speaker,
the planned trajectory in articulatory space used by the
1In one article, Gaussian distributions (where the width of the distribution
is related to auditory acuity) were proposed as an alternative to the
categorical nature of auditory targets (Villacorta et al., 2007). However,
the standard description of DIVA includes all-or-nothing targets, and
how Gaussian distributions would play out with other aspects of the
model, such as target learning and coarticulation, have not been
detailed.
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feedforward controller is accurate enough to maintain the
auditory and somatosensory signals generated by the
speech system within the sensory target boundaries. Thus,
for well-learned speech, the system operates in a purely
feedforward manner. In fact, because the feedforward con-
troller is separate from the two feedback controllers, the
system is able to produce speech even in the absence of sen-
sory feedback by relying only on the feedforward control-
ler. However, the presence of the feedback controllers
means that the system is responsive to deviations from ex-
pected sensory feedback, whether these are caused by inac-
curate feedforward motor plans or external perturbations
of either auditory (Tourville et al., 2008) or somatosensory
feedback (Golfinopoulos et al., 2011) .

DIVA also models the use of sensory feedback for ad-
aptation seen in human speech. In the feedback error learn-
ing model described above, the output of the feedback
controller is used to learn the feedforward controller. This
is also the case in DIVA, where the feedforward controller
is updated using the output of the feedback controllers to
update the articulatory trajectory used as the feedforward
motor command. This iterative process is used to initially
train the model (i.e., learn the correct feedforward com-
mands for a given auditory target) and remains online to
update the motor commands based on any deviations from
the sensory targets. Because learning relies on feedback cor-
rections generated during online control (though these cor-
rections need not necessarily be executed), adaptation only
occurs when sensory feedback falls outside the time-varying
regions that define sensory targets.

DIVA is the most fully developed model of speech
motor control to date. Developed over the past 25 years,
the DIVA has computationally implemented a number of
important aspects of the speech production system beyond
the basic control architecture described above (Guenther,
2016). DIVA has a fully developed implementation of speech
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motor development and later tuning of feedforward com-
mands. DIVA has also explicitly localized all of its proposed
computational processes to different cortical and subcortical
structures and is capable of producing simulated neural
activity that can be compared to functional magnetic reso-
nance imaging data from human speakers. Extensions to
the model have also addressed syllable and phoneme
sequencing and gating (Bohland, Bullock, & Guenther,
2010).

SFC
There is another way to create a control system that,

like speaking, is both responsive to and yet not dependent
on sensory feedback. Instead of explicitly separating feed-
forward from feedback control, this control system is entirely
based on feedback control. However, instead of directly rely-
ing on only reafferent sensory information as the input to
the feedback controller, feedback also comes from an inter-
nally generated source: an estimate of the current state of
the system being controlled. These two sources of feedback,
internal and reafferent, are combined and used in a single
comparison with the production target. This approach is
called state feedback control or SFC, and it has long been a
province of engineering control theory, partly because of its
ability to generate controls even when sensor feedback is
only intermittently available and partly because it forms
the basis for optimal control theory (Todorov, 2004, 2006;
Todorov & Jordan, 2002). Indeed, because the compatibil-
ity of the SFC architecture with current theories of optimal
motor control, SFC has gained wide acceptance as a model
of how the CNS controls movements across a variety of
motor domains (Diedrichsen et al., 2010; Franklin & Wolpert,
2011; S. H. Scott, 2004, 2012; Shadmehr & Krakauer, 2008).
Our goal in developing an SFC-based model has been to
attempt to test the applicability of this widely accepted
framework to the speech motor system, working from the
hypothesis that the same principles and control structures that
underlie other human motor systems are shared with speech.

The key concept in SFC is that the system being con-
trolled (e.g., an arm, a vocal tract) has a dynamic state.
This state could be (and, in practice, is often assumed to
be) the positions and velocities of the articulators compris-
ing the system, but the important thing is that the state is
an instantaneous description of the system sufficient to pre-
dict its future behavior. A controller in the CNS trying to
accomplish some task (e.g., generate a desired movement,
speak some utterance) could use this state as the input to a
state feedback control law, which can generate controls spe-
cific to the current state that would move the system closer
to the state that would accomplish the desired task.

In general, however, it is assumed that the CNS does
not actually have direct access to this state due to noise and
delays in the neural system. Instead, the CNS must rely on
an internal estimate of the current state. This estimate is gen-
erated by a state estimator based on a number of different
inputs. First, the estimator relies on a prediction of the cur-
rent state of the system generated from a copy of previously
Pa
issued motor commands, or efference copy. The system that
converts this efference copy to a state prediction is known
as a forward model. The other input to the state estimator,
along with the state prediction, is information from the sen-
sory system or sensory feedback. The combined system (state
feedback control law and state estimator) is thus responsive
to sensory feedback if it is present (the state estimator uses
sensory feedback to update and correct the state prediction),
but the system is not dependent on sensory feedback (the
state estimator can still provide a state estimate based on the
output of the forward model even in the absence of sensory
feedback). The forward model learns to predict the system
state by comparing the predicted output with measurements
of the system’s response as relayed by sensory feedback.

In our SFC model of the control of speaking (see
Figure 2), we have implemented an articulatory state feed-
back control law driving the vocal tract to produce desired
utterances. Critically, this type of control system generates
controls online at every time step based on a state estimate
provided by an articulatory state estimator. The state esti-
mate is generated by a recurrent prediction/correction pro-
cess that runs continually during speaking. At every time
step, a prediction of the current articulatory state is first
made based on the previous state estimate and an efference
copy of the current articulatory controls. This state predic-
tion, in turn, is used to make predictions about what so-
matosensory and auditory feedbacks should currently be
expected from the vocal tract. Incoming sensory feedback
is compared with those predictions, and any mismatches
(feedback prediction errors) are converted into correc-
tions that are applied to the predicted state. The result is
an updated estimate of the current articulatory state that is
used by the articulatory state feedback control law, along
with a desired end state of the movement, to generate fur-
ther controls sent to the vocal tract articulators.

In the SFC model, therefore, motor programs for
desired utterances are not represented directly as time-
dependent sequences of articulatory controls or desired ar-
ticulatory positions (trajectories) but indirectly as one or
more desired end states (or target states) that the vocal tract
articulators should achieve in order for the desired utter-
ance to be produced. The articulatory control law, at every
time step, creates controls to move from the currently esti-
mated articulatory state toward the currently desired target
state. This arrangement has two consequences. First, the
state feedback control law generating controls is a mapping
between states and controls that is potentially sharable be-
tween utterance motor programs. Second, since utterance
motor programs are represented as desired end states
rather than desired trajectories, they are not necessarily
fixed temporal output sequences but potentially could be
adaptive time courses, with sequencing of the next desired
state possibly dependent on whether the previous desired
state has been achieved. While our SFC model, like most
SFC or optimal control models in other domains, uses target
end states (or temporally varying patterns of target end
states) as the input to the controller rather than time-
dependent trajectories, the general architecture of SFC is
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Figure 2. The state feedback control model, after J. F. Houde and Nagarajan (2011). There is no separate feedforward controller in this
model. Instead, there is an internal state prediction and estimation process that is able to operate with delayed, noisy, or even absent
sensory feedback.
also compatible with cases where explicit trajectory con-
trol may be necessary, such as in slow reaching tasks (Cluff
& Scott, 2015). Such a model would be substantially similar
to the feedforward controller in DIVA, though with a more
complex state estimation component.

We have recently expanded our SFC model of articu-
latory control to incorporate control of higher level speech
Figure 3. The feedback aware control of tasks model. This model is an ex
high-level speech tasks, rather than simply at the articulatory level. The
(cf. state feedback control model in Figure 2) with a high-level task-based
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tasks, which we call the feedback aware control of tasks in
speech or FACTS model (Parrell et al., 2018; Parrell et al.,
2019; Ramanarayanan et al., 2016), shown in Figure 3.
There is substantial evidence that the goals of speech produc-
tion, like the goals of nonspeech motor actions (Diedrichsen
et al., 2010), are not particular articulatory states or trajec-
tories. For example, although the jaw is typically mobile in
tension of the state feedback control approach to the control of
model combines a low-level articulatory state feedback controller
controller (Saltzman & Munhall, 1989).
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2While the output of the low-level controller is accelerations in the
current model, the flexibility of the SFC concept would allow us to
output desired forces, individual muscle activations, or any combination
of them as well, given a more realistic model of the plant (S. H. Scott,
2004).
speech, speakers produce immediate and full compensation
when their jaw is fixed with a bite block (Fowler & Turvey,
1981), suggesting that consistent positions of the individual
speech articulators are not active goals for speech produc-
tion. Moreover, this compensation is immediate, suggesting
that the speech motor system does not need time to learn
or adapt to the perturbation (as it does for auditory per-
turbations) and that the speech motor control system is
flexible enough to allow for variation in the positions of in-
dividual speech articulators without adversely affecting
speech output. This is similar to studies that have applied
unexpected mechanical loads to the lower lip or jaw (Abbs
& Gracco, 1984; Gracco & Abbs, 1985; Kelso et al., 1984;
Shaiman & Gracco, 2002), which consistently show compen-
satory movements in other, unperturbed articulators involved
in producing the current speech segment. Further evidence
comes from studies that have examined patterns of vari-
ability in articulator movement. For example, when the
movements of the upper lip, lower lip, and jaw were mea-
sured during repeated production of the bilabial stop /p/,
the movement variability of each individual articulator was
greater than their summed movement (Gracco & Abbs,
1986), suggesting that the most relevant dimension for con-
trol is the joint movement of all three articulators (i.e., lip clo-
sure) rather than the individual articulator positions.

Together, this evidence strongly suggests that the con-
trol of the speech motor system is not organized at the level
of individual articulator movements but at some high-order
level. In FACTS, we currently take these high-level tasks to
be constrictions in the vocal tract, following the task dynamic
model of speech motor control (Saltzman, 1986; Saltzman
& Kelso, 1987; Saltzman & Munhall, 1989). Tasks include
lip aperture, lip protrusion, the location and degree of con-
striction between the tongue tip and palate, the location
and degree of constriction between the tongue body and pal-
ate/rear pharyngeal wall, and degree of velum opening,
among others. However, there is evidence that other types
of targets exist, such as auditory targets for American English
/r/ (Guenther et al., 1999; Nieto-Castanon, Guenther, Perkell,
& Curtin, 2005). The separation of tasks from articulation in
FACTS allows for the use of both constriction targets and
targets in other reference frames, which we are currently ex-
ploring. The overall architecture of such a system would be
substantially similar to the current model.

These tasks are controlled in an analogous manner to
the articulatory feedback control system in standard SFC
models: a task-level feedback control law generates task com-
mands to move the system toward a task-level goal based on
the current task state (the “position” and “velocity” of the
tasks, which is, to say, their current value and current rate
of change). The task-level control law is taken from the dy-
namical systems approach in task dynamics, where each ges-
ture is modeled as a dynamic system that outputs changes in
task acceleration based on the current task position, task ve-
locity, and task goal. Each gesture is active during a particu-
lar time window for a given utterance, and more than one
gesture may be active at any given time. The gestures for a
particular utterance can be arranged into a “gestural score”
Pa
in the framework of articulatory phonology (Browman &
Goldstein, 1992, 1995), which is nothing more than a
specification of which gestures are active in the control law
at each time step. Effectively, each gestural score defines a
time-varying task state feedback control law that will direct
the system toward the attainment of the gestures that are
active at a given point in time. These gestural scores serve
as the input to the task-level feedback controller in FACTS.

The output of the task-level control law is used as the
input to a lower-level articulatory state feedback controller.
As in our SFC model, this articulatory controller generates
articulator accelerations (equivalent to motor commands in
the model) to move a model of the vocal tract, generating
somatosensory and auditory output.2 This sensory feedback
is compared with an internal prediction of the state gener-
ated from an efference copy of the motor command to esti-
mate the current articulatory state, which is passed back to
the articulatory control law. This articulatory state is addi-
tionally used to estimate the current task state needed as an
input to the task-level controller. The FACTS model thus
has a hierarchical architecture, with a high-level task state
feedback controller operating on a low-level articulatory
state feedback controller, which controls the speech produc-
tion mechanism itself. A similar hierarchical approach has
been proposed in the optimal control literature as a domain-
general approach for controlling abstract, high-level tasks
in redundant motor systems like speech, as shown in Figure 4
(Haar & Donchin, 2019; Todorov, Li, & Pan, 2005). The
principle benefit of such a hierarchical control structure is
to simplify the control of tasks by separating this feed-
back law from the high dimensionality of the articulatory
system while maintaining the link between low-dimen-
sional, high-level task control and the high-dimensional
articulatory (or muscle) synergies used to accomplish
these goals. Interestingly, such a hierarchical structure
emerges in optimal feedback control of redundant tasks
(like speech), even when they are not explicitly designed to
be hierarchical (Todorov et al., 2005). This suggests that an
explicitly hierarchical architecture is reasonable for redun-
dant systems such as speech production.

In the current implementation of FACTS, sensory
feedback is a combination of both auditory (F1, F2, F3)
and somatosensory information (the position and velocities
of the model articulators). Neural noise is modeled by add-
ing scaled Gaussian white noise to the system with separate
standard deviations for the auditory and somatosensory
channels. Because of the use of sensory feedback in gener-
ating the final articulatory state estimate in the lower-level
state feedback controller, this system is able to make com-
pensatory responses to both auditory and somatosensory
perturbations, which have been implemented as alterations
to the first formant in the auditory feedback channel and
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Figure 4. Generic hierarchical state feedback control architecture, as proposed in Todorov et al. (2005). The feedback
aware control of tasks model can be viewed as a speech-specific implementation of this domain-general architecture.
forces applied to the jaw during consonant closure, respec-
tively (Parrell et al., 2018; Parrell et al., 2019).

The behavior of the model provides a qualitative match
to human behavior. For auditory perturbations, this means
the model produces only partial compensation. In the model,
this is because final state estimate is a weighted combination
of the internal prediction, somatosensory feedback, and au-
ditory feedback. The induced auditory error is somewhat
balanced out by the fact that sensory feedback matches the
internal predictions, which results in the partial compensa-
tion seen in the model output. On the other hand, compen-
sations to jaw perturbations are complete, but task specific,
such that a perturbation to the jaw causes the upper lip to
lower when producing a bilabial stop (to achieve the task
of bilabial closure) while the same perturbation during pro-
duction of a coronal stop causes the tongue tip to raise (to
achieve the task of closing the tongue tip against the pal-
ate). At the same time as the model is able to produce cor-
rect responses to sensory perturbations, the model is also
able to produce relatively stable speech even in the presence
of noisy sensory feedback and to produce speech when the
sensory feedback is removed entirely by relying on the effer-
ence copy–based state prediction process, though the speech
produced in the absence of sensory feedback is more vari-
able than when sensory feedback is present.
Comparing Model Approaches
We have presented two approaches to modeling the

role of sensory feedback in motor control and learning in
the speech production system: DIVA and FACTS. In many
areas, there is broad agreement across these and other
models of speech motor control. From an algorithmic point
of view, it is quite clear that speech motor control, like non-
speech motor control, involves a combination of feedback
and feedforward or predictive control. It is also clear that
sensory feedback is used both for online feedback control
and for long-term updating of the predictive or feedforward
control system. Also, from an anatomical point of view, it
is also quite evident which areas of the brain are active dur-
ing the speech production process. The basic involvement of
these areas is primarily motivated by the results of empirical
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studies revealing what cortical and subcortical areas are
active during speech production. So, any model of speech
production attempting to explain this neural activity must
posit roles for these areas.

While both models are thus broadly similar, the dif-
ferent architectures and approaches used in the two models
create a number of differences, many of which make differ-
ent predictions about various speech phenomena. Here,
we present some of these differences to highlight where the
models disagree and to point out areas where our under-
standing of the speech motor system can be improved. It
should be noted that some of the discussion below regards
differences between DIVA versus the SFC approach in
general and not direct comparisons with the FACTS model.
Given the long development period of DIVA compared to
FACTS, it is unsurprising that many aspects of the DIVA
model, such as learning, are not currently implemented
in FACTS. We indicate these cases in the sections below
where appropriate.
Sensorimotor Learning
One of the outstanding questions in speech motor

control and, indeed, in motor control, in general, is how
the feedforward or predictive control system is learned and
updated. While there are multiple types of learning present
in motor systems (e.g., reinforcement, use dependent, stra-
tegic/instruction; Haith & Krakauer, 2015; Krakauer, 2015),
the most studied form of learning in speech motor control
is sensorimotor learning. Sensorimotor learning (also known
as sensorimotor adaptation) refers to the process of chang-
ing behavior to reduce errors in response to unexpected
sensory feedback. This type of learning has been studied
extensively in speech by measuring the behavioral responses
to sustained perturbations of vowel formants (J. F. Houde
& Jordan, 1998, 2002; Katseff, Houde, & Johnson, 2012;
Purcell & Munhall, 2006a) or pitch (Jones & Munhall, 2000,
2005).

There are two basic theories of how the (speech)
motor system adapts to sensory perturbation. In the first
theory, previous behavior serves as a teaching signal for
altering the feedforward control system. As one performs
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a movement under sensory alterations, they will experience
sensory errors and have the opportunity to correct for those
errors. This corrective behavior can be seen in speech in the
online compensatory response to unexpected auditory per-
turbations (Burnett et al., 1998; Purcell & Munhall, 2006b).
In this theory, those corrective motor commands serve as a
teaching signal and are added to the feedforward motor
commands for future movements with some shifting in time
(Kawato & Gomi, 1992). This is the way sensorimotor
learning is included in DIVA, where feedforward commands
are updated by adding previously issued commands from
the feedback control pathways.

The second theory of sensorimotor learning hypothe-
sizes that the predictive control system is updated directly
from sensory errors and not from previously executed mo-
tor commands. In this theory, the difference between ex-
pected and perceived sensory signals (also known as the
sensory prediction error) serve as a teaching signal for the
internal forward model, which predicts the motor and sen-
sory consequences of motor commands in an SFC system
(Haith & Krakauer, 2013; Shadmehr, Smith, & Krakauer,
2010). By adjusting the output of the forward model, the
system will start to produce behavior that will minimize the
sensory error. While we have not yet implemented this type
of learning in SFC/FACTS, the architecture of the models
and the critical role of the forward model in predictive con-
trol is consistent with this theory of sensorimotor learning.

One key difference between these two theories of sen-
sorimotor learning is whether corrective movements are
necessary for learning or whether the experience of sensory
prediction errors alone, even in the absence of corrective
motor commands, is sufficient. While this issue has not been
addressed in speech to date, a number of experiments in
saccade adaptation (Noto & Robinson, 2001; Wallman &
Fuchs, 1998) and reaching (Tseng, Diedrichsen, Krakauer,
Shadmehr, & Bastian, 2007) have explored this question. In
these studies, participants made movements and experienced
sensory prediction errors under conditions that eliminated
or greatly reduced the ability to make motor corrections for
those errors. In the reaching tasks (Tseng et al., 2007), for
example, this was done by having subjects make rapid
reaching movements that limit the time available for cor-
rective movements. Other studies provide feedback at only
the end point of the reaching motion instead of continuously
throughout the reach (Izawa & Shadmehr, 2011). These stud-
ies have consistently shown that adaptation is unaltered by
the restricted ability to make corrective movements, sug-
gesting that sensory prediction error alone is sufficient to
drive sensorimotor adaptation, though there is some evi-
dence that feedback motor commands may play an addi-
tional role in learning (Albert & Shadmehr, 2016). This
evidence suggests that learning from feedback commands
(as in DIVA, where feedback motor commands can update
feedforward command whether or not they are actually
executed) and from sensory errors (as in SFC models) may
both play a role in sensorimotor learning in speech. How-
ever, adaption in the speech motor system remains to be
thoroughly tested.
Pa
Incorporation of Plant Dynamics in Central Control
Because the vocal tract articulators have dynamic prop-

erties (e.g., they have mass), ultimately, forces must be gener-
ated to move the articulators. However, the degree to which
the high-level motor control system incorporates the dynamic
properties of the body into the generation of motor com-
mands has been a matter of debate (Feldman & Levin, 2009;
Loeb, 2012; Perrier, Ostry, et al., 1996; S. H. Scott, 2012).
One possibility is that central control is essentially ki-
nematic, with generation of muscle force arising at a lower
level from the combination of descending commands and
afferent proprioceptive signals from the muscles. Alterna-
tively, the dynamics of the physical system may be incorpo-
rated into the central control mechanism itself.

On one hand, simulations have shown that a system
that controls speech via setting the equilibrium point of mus-
cles and relegates control of force to the peripheral nervous
system is able to reproduce many of the kinematic patterns
of speech (Perrier, Ostry, et al., 1996; Sanguineti et al., 1998).
Moreover, short-latency stretch reflexes are consistent with
a system that regulates the activation threshold of individ-
ual muscles (S. H. Scott, 2012). At first pass, this suggests
that such a system may be a plausible candidate for human
speech motor control.

However, there is evidence that the dynamic proper-
ties of the body play an additional role in high-level/central
control. In both speech and nonspeech domains, subjects
will learn to adjust their control of the limb and jaw to coun-
ter the effects of externally applied dynamic fields (Lametti
et al., 2012; Nasir & Ostry, 2006; Shadmehr & Mussa-Ivaldi,
1994; Tremblay & Ostry, 2006; Tremblay et al., 2003). There
is also evidence that subjects account for the inertia and
dynamics of a task (e.g., inertia, gravity, elasticity) when
executing that task in both reaching (D. Liu & Todorov,
2007; Sabes, Jordan, & Wolpert, 1998) and speech (Derrick,
Stavness, & Gick, 2015; Hoole, 1998; R. A. Houde, 1968;
Ostry, Gribble, & Gracco, 1996; Perrier, Payan, Zandipour,
& Perkell, 2003; Shiller, Ostry, & Gribble, 1999; Shiller,
Ostry, Gribble, & Laboissière, 2001). Lastly, while short-
term stretch reflexes are consistent with an equilibrium
point model of muscle control, long-term stretch reflexes
clearly incorporate more complex dynamic control and
are cortically generated (Gribble & Ostry, 1999; Kurtzer,
Pruszynski, & Scott, 2008; Pruszynski et al., 2011).

As currently implemented, both the DIVA and FACTS
models operate on a purely kinematic articulatory system,
meaning that they operate without regard for the mass of
the plant nor the actual forces that would be needed to move
it. The outputs of both systems are in terms of kinematics
(desired velocities in DIVA or accelerations in FACTS),
not forces. Both models are, however, compatible with a
lower level system, which could generate forces from these
kinematic controls, such as an equilibrium point control
model, where the high-level motor control system supplies
changes in the equilibrium points of vocal tract muscles
(Perrier, Ostry, et al., 1996). In fact, such a model has been
implemented computationally in an earlier version of DIVA
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that used time-invariant acoustic regions as targets rather
than the current time-varying acoustic/somatosensory/
motor trajectories (Zandipour et al., 2004).

In theory, both DIVA and FACTS could be modified
to account for central control of dynamics. Given that we
are not the developers of DIVA, we hesitate to speculate in
detail on how such a model would work, but it would con-
ceivably be accomplished by altering the feedforward con-
troller to take into account the dynamics of the plant, as in
the “Gestures Shaped by the Physics and by a Perceptually
Oriented Targets Optimization” model (Perrier, Ma, &
Payan, 2005). This may also entail changing the output of
the feedforward and feedback controllers (potentially to
muscle activations instead of articulatory velocities) and
may also affect how feedforward control is learned. Incor-
porating dynamic control in FACTS is relatively straight-
forward in principle, as the SFC architecture on which this
model is based is compatible with incorporation of plant
dynamics into central control (S. H. Scott, 2012). FACTS
could implement dynamic control in the articulatory feed-
back control law by (a) taking into account the dynamic
properties of the plan and (b) outputting forces rather than
(or in addition to) articulatory accelerations. More evidence
is needed to resolve the importance of plant dynamics in
central control for speech (e.g., the nature and source of
short- and long-latency speech reflex responses), but it seems
likely that the physical dynamics of the speech production
apparatus are incorporated into neural control both periph-
erally and centrally. Importantly, nonspeech motor control
studies have shown the descending outputs of neurons in
primary motor cortex appear to represent a range of ab-
stractions of motor tasks from desired movement direc-
tions, to desired joint angle changes, to desired changes in
individual muscle activations (Kakei, Hoffman, & Strick,
1999, 2003). Such a complex control signal is likely also
present in the speech system, and both DIVA and FACTS
will need to be modified to incorporate such control.3
Sources of Sensory Predictions
The process of matching incoming sensory feedback

with a prediction of that feedback is central to the state
estimation process that lies at the heart of the SFC and
FACTS models. This matching is also critical to the func-
tion of the sensory feedback controllers in the DIVA model.
However, much remains unknown about how this process
works and the nature of feedback predictions. One key issue
to resolve is to determine what the sources are within the
CNS that are used to make these sensory predictions.

The idea that the efference copy of motor actions could
be a source of information to generate sensory predictions
has been around for quite some time. The idea was origi-
nally proposed to explain how reafference of self-generated
3Some other models, especially the “Gestures Shaped by the Physics
and by a Perceptually Oriented Targets Optimization” model (Patri,
Diard, & Perrier, 2015; Perrier et al., 2005), do incorporate dynamics
in central control.
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sensations can be filtered out of the sensory stream to reveal
only externally generated sensations. To accomplish such
sensory filtering, it was hypothesized that internal feedback
of the neural commands generating motor actions might
also generate expectations of their sensory consequences
(Jeannerod, 1988; von Holst, 1954; von Holst & Mittelstaedt,
1950). These expectations would be “subtracted” from the
incoming sensory information, thus highlighting any re-
maining unpredicted sensations, which were assumed to
arise from external sources. In this way, efference copy was
hypothesized to enable the CNS to distinguish “self” from
“nonself” sources of sensory input.

A more general version of this idea can be seen in the
later-developed concept of predictive coding as an explana-
tion for how the CNS processes incoming sensory informa-
tion (Rao & Ballard, 1999). In the predictive coding model,
the main job of sensory information arriving from the pe-
riphery (bottom-up information) is to confirm or correct
predictions of that sensory input that have been made from
inferences about context (both spatial and temporal) and
from information from other sensory and even motor sources
in the CNS (top-down) expectations.

The model was first proposed to explain visual process-
ing but has been generalized to explain other sensory pro-
cessing and even cognitive processing. Examples in speech
perception that can be explained by the predictive coding
model include the phonetic restoration effect, where lis-
teners perceive an illusory speech sound that matches pho-
netic context at point in running speech where the sound
has been replaced by a noise burst (Warren, 1970). Another
well-known example that could be explained by predictive
coding is the McGurk effect, where listeners hear the audio
of the production of one speech sound and simultaneously
see the video of the face of a speaker producing another
speech sound and perceive a speech sound that is intermedi-
ate between the two (McGurk & MacDonald, 1976).

Current models of speech production take the concept
of predictive coding a step further, suggesting that not only
is incoming sensory feedback processed by comparison with
predictions but also that the result of the comparison—the
sensory prediction error—is used to correct ongoing speech
motor output. How exactly this motor output correction
process proceeds, however, differs between models, as has
been discussed above, and these differences have conse-
quences for what the models postulate to be the sources of
the sensory predictions used in the speech motor control
process. In the DIVA model, the sensory prediction error is
used as a direct correction of the current motor output, just
as in a pure feedback control system. As a result, in DIVA,
the source of the sensory prediction is the currently intended
sensory target (or sensory goal) associated with the desired
speech utterance. In SFC, the sensory prediction error in-
stead updates the estimate of the current articulatory state.
As a result, in SFC, the sensory prediction is derived from
the current articulatory state estimate. Early versions of
DIVA also compared sensory feedback with sensory predic-
tions generated from an efference copy of outgoing motor
commands (Guenther, 1995b; Guenther, Hampson, &
2963–2985 • August 2019



Johnson, 1998), though the details of how efference copy
was used were somewhat different from their use in SFC.
However, the use of efference copy has been replaced in the
current version of the model with comparison with intended
sensory targets.

Given the difference in how sensory predictions are
postulated to originate in different models of speaking and
the ramifications of this on how sensory prediction errors
are used, it is surprising how little research has been done
addressing the nature of the sensory predictions and their
possible sources. Two studies by Niziolek et al. are relevant
to this issue, though they do not fully resolve the question.
One study looked at the effect of speakers’ vowel category
boundaries on how much they compensated within trials for
unpredictable perturbations of the auditory feedback of their
vowel formants (Niziolek & Guenther, 2013). It was found
that formant perturbations that caused the vowel in a
particular utterance to cross or approach a speaker-specific
category boundary into a neighboring vowel space generated
greater compensatory responses than did perturbations
that kept speakers’ productions within the same vowel
category. This result suggests that the auditory feedback
response increases when the perturbation crosses some
perceptual boundary, consistent with the DIVA hypothe-
sis. However, compensation was still seen even for within-
category perturbations (even when these perturbations
moved the production closer to the center of the vowel’s
distribution), suggesting that auditory predictions have
some precision above the categorical level, consistent with
predictions of the SFC model. Another study looked at the
limits of the resolution of the sources of auditory feedback
predictions during speaking (Niziolek et al., 2013). As dis-
cussed above, existence of the SIS effect supports the idea
that incoming auditory feedback is compared with a predic-
tion of that feedback. The study by Niziolek et al. showed
that the degree of SIS varies as a function of nearness to a
vowel’s average formant values, suggesting that not all the
variability in speech output is anticipated in the feedback
prediction. However, it is unclear if this variability is not pre-
dicted because the auditory predictions come from learned as-
sociations or goals (as in DIVA) or because it arises from
unpredictable variability in motor execution due to low-
level motor noise (as in SFC/FACTS).

One possible way to separate the predictions of the
two models is through mechanical, rather than auditory,
perturbations. In particular, DIVA predicts that the nature
of the current speech task will affect neural responses to
somatosensory feedback perturbations, while SFC predicts
it will not. In DIVA, somatosensory targets are implemented
as tolerable ranges for the incoming sensory feedback fea-
ture to take on without generating a sensory mismatch
error signal. So, for example, if the current task is to
bring the lips together to make a bilabial stop consonant, then
the somatosensory target would be represented in high-level
terms as a target lip opening of zero, and any perturbations
of the upper or lower lip would create deviations from
this target lip opening. Such somatosensory perturbations
would therefore generate large somatosensory mismatch
Pa
responses. On the other hand, if the current task was to pro-
duce a /t/, the critical constriction is between the tongue tip
and palate, with the lips largely unconstrained. In this case,
the tolerable range for the lower lip would be quite large,
and so any mechanical perturbations of it would therefore
generate no (or small) somatosensory mismatch responses.
Thus, DIVA predicts that the neural somatosensory re-
sponse to an upper lip perturbation would vary depending
on the speech task. In SFC, however, both the speech target
specification and the task-dependent flexibility are imple-
mented in the state feedback control law in frontal/motor
cortex and are independent from the articulatory state esti-
mation process distributed between frontal cortex and the
sensory cortices, with sensory feedback predictions made
solely from the current articulatory state prediction. Cru-
cially, this state prediction is not dependent on the current
speech task goal. So, in the above described example, SFC
predicts that a perturbation of the lower lip will generate a
feedback prediction error reflected in the response of so-
matosensory cortex, but that response will be largely the
same regardless of whether the current speech task is to
produce a bilabial stop or coronal stop. Thus, SFC predicts
that the neural somatosensory response to an upper lip per-
turbation would not vary across speech tasks. We are cur-
rently working toward implementing such a test in our labs.

An alternative test would be to examine the response
of human speakers to very small auditory or somatosen-
sory perturbations. The use of sensory target regions in
DIVA makes the prediction that compensation for exter-
nally imposed alterations of sensory feedback should only
occur for perturbations that push the feedback outside the
target range, though the precise size of the target is hy-
pothesized to vary between speakers (Villacorta, Perkell, &
Guenther, 2007). SFC/FACTS, however, predicts that even
very small errors will lead to behavioral changes by alter-
ing the estimated system state.

Neural Substrates of Sensorimotor Control
The areas of the CNS that are seen to be active dur-

ing speech production are many and vary depending on the
exact nature of the speaking task being considered (Skipper
et al., 2017). Full discussion of this complicated pattern of
activity is beyond the scope of this review article and has yet
to be fully accounted for by any model of speech motor con-
trol. Here, we focus on what the DIVA and SFC models
say about the neural substrate of the sensorimotor interac-
tions that appear to take place during speaking. While the
hypothesized neural basis of the DIVA model is well estab-
lished, with well-defined links between computational
components and neural regions and implemented neural
simulations, the hypotheses of the SFC approach are, at
this point, mainly speculative.

Several areas’ roles in the speech production process
are largely agreed upon across speech motor control models.
Primary motor cortex must ultimately be the source of
descending influence on lower motor systems to actually
move the vocal tract articulators to make speech. Stimulation
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of the speech areas of primary motor cortex can cause
movements of the vocal tract articulators and vocalizations
(Penfield & Boldrey, 1937), and lesions of these areas cause
mutism (Jürgens, 2002). Furthermore, earlier in this review
article, we discussed results that localized the sites of sensory
feedback processing during speaking, with the area of the
supramarginal gyrus/inferior parietal lobe for somatosensory
feedback processing and the area of the SPT/pSTG for au-
ditory feedback processing. Also as discussed above, both
the DIVA and SFC/FACTS models propose that, in these
areas, sensory feedback is processed by comparing it with a
prediction of that feedback, resulting in sensory prediction
errors if there are mismatches. However, the two models
differ considerably in their assumptions about what pro-
cesses give rise to the feedback predictions and for what
processes the sensory prediction errors serve as input.

Sensorimotor Interactions in DIVA
In the DIVA model, the left ventral premotor cortex

(LvPMC) is a feedforward source of time-varying speech
sound target specifications output to primary motor cortex
and higher level somatosensory and auditory cortices. In
response to this target input, these receiving areas then have
their own internal dynamics: Primary motor cortex plays
out the desired articulatory trajectory, while the somato-
sensory and auditory areas play out the trajectories/time
courses of the somatosensory and auditory feedback predic-
tions expected from the production of the speech sound
target. There are no pathways back to the LvPMC during
the production of a speech sound. Primary motor cortex
has its own recurrent connections for generating the desired
articulatory trajectory that the lower motor system should
follow, and if incoming sensory feedback matches expecta-
tions, there is no information sent back to it from the sensory
areas. If sensory feedback mismatches are detected, this
mismatch information propagates from the sensory areas
through the right ventral premotor cortex (RvPMC) to pri-
mary motor cortex. In DIVA, the RvPMC is proposed to
be the site of the “feedback control mapping”—the mapping
from sensory prediction/target errors to the associated artic-
ulatory trajectory corrections. This role was postulated for
the RvPMC based on studies suggesting it plays a central
role in responding to feedback perturbations, something
that has been seen in studies of responses to formant feed-
back perturbations (Tourville et al., 2008), pitch feedback
perturbations (Kort et al., 2016, 2014), and somatosensory
feedback perturbations (Golfinopoulos et al., 2011).

Sensorimotor Interactions in SFC/FACTS
The sensorimotor interactions in DIVA are based on

the feedback control concept: The difference between sensory
target (feedback predictions) and sensory feedback drives
corrections to the ongoing motor output. In SFC models,
sensorimotor interactions are based on the state estimation
concept: The estimate of the current articulatory state
gives rise to feedback predictions, and if these differ from
actual feedback, the difference drives corrections to the
current state estimate. Thus, in SFC models, all sensorimotor
2978 Journal of Speech, Language, and Hearing Research • Vol. 62 •
interactions are encapsulated in the state estimation pro-
cess. The actual process of generating motor controls is
still based on the feedback control concept, but because
the feedback for this process (the feedback control law) is
the internally maintained state estimate, the control process
is isolated from any sensorimotor interactions. Thus, when
considering the neural substrate of sensorimotor interactions
in SFC models, the key question is: Where is the state esti-
mate maintained? This maintenance process involves pre-
dicting the next state and integrating feedback prediction
errors to update the prediction into the current state estimate.

There are a number of candidate areas in the CNS
that could be the neural substrates of these processes. Many
studies suggest that the cerebellum is crucial for making
predictions of the outcomes of motor actions (Herzfeld &
Shadmehr, 2014; Wolpert & Miall, 1996). Parietal cortex is
also well situated to integrate different sources of sensory
feedback information. Damage to parietal cortex and cere-
bellum is associated with an impaired ability to update
motor output in response to sensory feedback perturbations
in speech and other motor domains (Parrell et al., 2017;
Shadmehr & Krakauer, 2008; Shum et al., 2011). However,
especially for speech, the premotor cortices are also well
situated for integrating sensory information with motor
efference copy. The arcuate fasciculus and the superior lon-
gitudinal fasciculus link the PMv to the high-level auditory
and somatosensory processing areas that, as discussed above,
appear to be involved in sensory feedback processing in
speech (Makris et al., 2005; Saur et al., 2008). The PMv is
also well placed to receive efference copy from and provide
state estimates to primary motor cortex. As discussed
above, the RvPMC has been associated with responses to
speech auditory feedback perturbations.

As our working hypothesis, we currently postulate
that the LvPMC is where the articulatory state estimate is
maintained during running speech. The LvPMC is the source
of a dynamically changing state estimate that is continuously
passed to the primary motor, somatosensory, and auditory
cortices as production of the currently desired speech sound
progresses. Primary motor cortex implements a state feed-
back control law that outputs the next articulatory controls
based on the desired next change in task state and the cur-
rently estimated articulatory state. It also sends efference
copy of its output controls back to the LvPMC. The LvPMC,
through interaction with the cerebellum, uses this efferency
copy and the current articulatory state to predict the next
articulatory state. As with DIVA, if incoming sensory feed-
back matches expectations, there is no information sent
back from the sensory areas. However, if sensory feed-
back mismatches are detected, this mismatch information
propagates from the sensory areas through the RvPMC to
the LvPMC, where it is used to correct the current articula-
tory state estimate.

Conclusion
In this review article, we have presented a summary of

the role of sensory information in the speech motor system.
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Drawing on evidence from speech perturbation experiments,
development, speech disorders, and neuroimaging, we have
shown that the sensory system is integrally linked to the
speech motor system. Both auditory and somatosensory in-
formation is monitored and used in speech production. At
the same time, this sensory information (at least for the au-
ditory system) does not seem to be critical for maintaining
relatively accurate supralaryngeal speech function, preclud-
ing the idea that the speech motor system is a sensory servo
controller. Moreover, the latencies and noisiness of the neural
sensory system are nontrivial and would render a pure feed-
back control system unstable.

We have also reviewed the role of sensory feedback
in learning in the speech motor system. While we have fo-
cused our discussion primarily on the adaptability of the
mature speech system, rather than in speech development,
the sensory system presumably plays a role in development
as well (Guenther, 2016). We have shown how the speech
motor system will adapt to external perturbation of both
auditory and somatosensory feedback, consistent with the
idea that the production system uses sensory feedback to
modulate internal predictions about the motor and sensory
outcomes of speech actions.

We have presented two computational models of the
speech motor system that have sought to explain the some-
what contradictory notions that sensory feedback is highly
relevant to speech motor control but, at the same time,
does not form a critical component of that process. We
showed how the DIVA model handles this dissociation by
separating feedforward control, which proceeds invariantly
regardless of sensory feedback and so can produce accurate
speech even when feedback is removed, from separate audi-
tory and somatosensory feedback pathways. We have also
presented an alternative view of motor control based on the
concept of SFC, where internal predictions about the out-
comes of motor actions are corrected by the sensory sys-
tem and fed back to a single feedback control law. We have
reviewed the broad applicability of the SFC approach to
nonspeech motor domains and presented recent work from
our labs on implementing this approach in the speech mo-
tor system in the SFC and FACTS models. We showed
how these models can replicate the role of sensory feed-
back in speech, being sensitive to sensory feedback (and
particularly to sensory prediction errors) when it is avail-
able but being able to operate in absence due to the model-
predictive component. Importantly, these models are only
examples of two general approaches to speech motor con-
trol, and other models of both types (Kröger, 2013; Tian &
Poeppel, 2010) and models that do not address the role of
sensory feedback in central control (Patri, Perrier, & Diard,
2016; Perrier et al., 2005; Sanguineti et al., 1998) may make
somewhat different predictions in some of these areas.

Lastly, we have reviewed areas of agreement between
SFC/FACTS and DIVA, as well as areas where the predic-
tions of models may differ. These models (as well as other
speech motor control models) agree that speech production
relies on both feedback and feedforward or predictive con-
trol, that sensory feedback is used at multiple timescales,
Pa
and that a certain subset of neural regions are involved in
speech production. However, these models make different
predictions in a number of different areas: sensorimotor
learning, the origin of sensory predictions, and some as-
pects of the neural substrates of the speech motor system.

It is highly likely that no model, in its current form,
accurately reflects the complex structure of the speech mo-
tor control system. In some cases, it is possible that both
models reflect some true component of the system. For ex-
ample, it is possible that both feedforward and predictive
control systems exist, rather than only one or the other.
This seems particularly likely regarding the source of dynamic
control, where evidence suggests both central and periph-
eral control systems reflect the physical dynamics of the body.
Our goal in identifying differences between current models
has not been to suggest the superiority of one model over
the other but to suggest fruitful avenues for future research
that can resolve these different predictions and bring us
closer to understanding the complex human speech motor
system.
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